Start your test.
Walk away.
Every year billions of printed point of care test
results are manually entered into electronic
health records. This is a time-consuming
process, as a single test result can contain a
dozen different numerical values and units. Each
data entry is an opportunity for human error to
sneak in and each printout is an opportunity for
the result to get lost.
Relaymed middleware instantly transmits test
results from your in-house point of care devices
to the patient chart and on to the state reporting
agencies.
Relaymed uses the agility of the cloud to make
connectivity accessible and easy for all -- whether

you’re a single physician practice or a multi-state
network. Improved workflows bring more revenue
with less effort. Increase patient throughput, reduce
stress and ensure accurate billing.
With an ever growing connection list of over 60
devices, Relaymed is a different type of connectivity.
Simple
Just install and go. No training, special servers or
project plans required.
Elastic
Connect any device that suits your needs. Unlimited
connections included in your subscription so you can
grow at any time.
Cost effective
Charged as a subscription you pay per provider per
month and can cancel at any time.
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How we work
Under the hood, the simplicity of Relaymed is its
beauty. We use modern technology to
seamlessly move data, securely.
The Relaymed ‘engine’ is cloud based. Patient test
results and quality controls (QCs) are
transmitted and stored, creating an accurate and
reliable electronic library for CLIA compliance.
Device connectivity is achieved by networking to a
computer or server, where our agent is
downloaded to. This listens to all connected devices
and simply relays results to our cloud
using your internet connection.
Automation is enabled by simply entering a patient
ID on the device when running a test. Using a
bidirectional EHR interface, our engine then gets the
correct order from your EHR, marries it to the result
and pushes it into the patient chart. Automatically
and in real-time.

Relaymed and Allscripts
Relaymed is an automated way to send pointof-care test results directly from your devices to
the Allscripts Professional and state reporting
agencies. With real-time, accurate results
clinical decisions can be made faster.
If you’re not connecting your lab devices with
Relaymed, you’re wasting time and giving the
opportunity for human error to sneak in. Join
the thousands of providers across the country
who already have.
Visit the Allscripts Application Store today to
learn more.

Schedule a demo at relaymed.com
hello@relaymed.com
+1 800 281 2936
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